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9 August 2009
Mr. Paul W. Copeland, K4KCS
2044 Mozingo Road
Greenville, N.C. 27834
Greeting Mr. Copeland:
Regarding the attached OO report, you are apparently a newcomer to
Amateur Radio and the long history of 14.275 MHz. K1MAN is a leading
bulletin station now in operation for over 22 years and, unlike W1AW,
now listens first, and if the frequency is clear, comes on and stays
on CONTINUOUSLY until the next break in transmissions. This reduces
alleged criminal interference from alleged galactic lids such as
KE9RY, KZ8O, N1GJT, and K3VR. In the instant case, it is most likely that
KE9RY, a very well know alleged trouble maker on 14.275 MHz., was the
station doing intentional interference to bona fide Amateur Radio
bulletin station K1MAN. Again, you are quite obviously a newcomer to
Amateur Radio and apparently do not have enough Amateur Radio
experience to have a clue what you are doing as an ARRL OO (Official Observer).
You apparently allege intentional interference by K1MAN to KE9RY on
14.275 MHz. Intentional interference to any radio signal is a very
serious felony (see Sections 333 and 501 of the 1934 Communications
Act - deleted years ago in the ARRL rule book; this deletion itself
also being an alleged felony under that statute).
By copy of this letter, I am requesting ARRL to cancel your OO status
immediately and that you be directed by ARRL write me a formal letter
of apology for your apparent alleged blatant incompetence and total
ignorance of part 97 rules.
Also, by copy of this letter, I am filing an official complaint
against KE9RY with Laura L. Smith, Esq. of the FCC for KE9RY's alleged
criminal interference to amateur radio bulletin station K1MAN. There
is no doubt in my mind that KE9RY will be prosecuted in Federal
District Court for his alleged crime, jailed for 5 years, and fined
$10,000, as specified in the statute (Sections 333 and 501 of the 1934
Communications Act).
Finally, ARRL needs to instruct all OOs to use the word "allegedly"
when making allegations that someone has allegedly committed a felony
(signed)
Glenn A. Baxter, P.E., K1MAN

